
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Leaning Training on the BMW R1250GS and BMW F900R (Germany) (M-ID: 2503)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2503-leaning-training-on-the-bmw-r1250gs-and-bmw-f900r-germany

from €290.00
Dates and duration (days)

Unique in Germany: The new and unique BMW Wingbikes, the R1250GS and F900R.

In our leaning training you learn about being able to build
up leaning position safely, especially in emergency
situations and we show you how it works properly,
promised! Curves are then certainly your passion!

Our head naturally only allows an incline of approx. 20
degrees, so it has to be trained again and again! Our wing
bikes with their outriggers ensure a feeling of security so
that the head is clear. In this curve training you will learn
how to safely build up an incline in order to react correctly
in emergency situations. Lean angle training on our BMW F
900 R is particularly suitable for younger riders - before,
during or after motorcycle riding school.

Important! Before, during or even after your motorcycle
riding school you can participate in the leaning training,
even without a driving license, our BMW F900R is especially
suitable for our younger participants!

An additional sense of security gives you a Helite airbag
vest; with us you get to know the function of this "lifesaver
in emergency".

Breakfast precedes the on-road training: In our Coffee
Corner you will get to know your fellow passengers (max.
5) and your instructor. During the entire course of the curve,
full catering including drinks - as usual with us - is provided.

Safe cornering technique
For good cornering technique, you will train the correct line
of sight and line selection, try out various riding techniques
and learn the fundamentally important active sitting
posture. Thanks to the outriggers on our wing bikes, you
can relax and practice the safe incline.

PS: With this training we actively contribute to reducing the

number of accidents!

---------

FAQ - frequently asked questions

> Is protective clothing required?

Participation in the training is only possible with complete
safety clothing (full-face helmet, motorcycle trousers +
motorcycle jacket with protectors, gloves, boots).

> Do you have changing facilities?

Yes - there are modern sanitary facilities: showers and
changing rooms with their own lockers. So feel free to
come in "civilian" by car - you can then change on the spot.

> Does the training take place in any weather?

Basically the training is carried out in all weather
conditions. Training will only not take place if there is no
training possible on the terrain due to the weather
conditions - but this has never happened before. The
conditions at our location are decisive! Participants who
travel from further away should call us at their home in
case of adverse weather conditions and ask how things
stand here.

> Can I participate in the training with socio/social
partners?

In individual phases (from midday onwards) it is partly
possible - by prior arrangement - to ride a motorcycle in
pairs in the lean angle training.
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> Can I take part in the training even without a driving
licence?

To participate in our trainings a valid driving licence class A
and riding experience is required.

> Is a single instruction possible?

All trainings are also possible as individual instruction. If
there are more than 5 participants*, it is also possible to
arrange your own training dates.

> Do I have to pay for any damage caused to the
motorcycle myself?

No! All damages are covered by the training fee, except
vandalism.

> What are your payment methods?

You can pay the participation fee by invoice - normally
payable within 30 days or by the latest training date if this
is earlier. If the date is 4 months or later, there is a 60-day
payment term.

> Do you have any hotel recommendations?

Yes, we can recommend some hotels in the area to you.
Upon request, we'll send you an overview of our
recommendations.

> Can I spend the night at your place with my camper, bus
or similar?

You are welcome to park your overnight vehicle in one of
our signposted parking areas. However, we do not have
public sanitary facilities here. If you have not equipped your
motorhome or similar, you will certainly be better off in one
of the nearby campsites.

> Can I bring friends/family as visitors?

I'd be glad to. In the inclined position training area there is a
table and seats. There your visitors can stay and watch you
during the day on the training ground.
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Countries Germany

Category Motorcycle Training Course

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Level of difficulty easy

medium

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Training per person with the Wingbike BMW R1250 GS €290.00

Training per person with the Wingbike BMW F900 R €290.00

Included

Competent and experienced instructors (German / English speaking)

Wingbike BMW R1250 GS or BMW F900 R

Full board (welcome breakfast, lunch, snacks, hot & cold drinks all day)

A lot of fun with quick learning success

Not included

Everything not listed under features

Incentive events: VIP company training whether as further training, company event, company outing, customer
care

More details

Duration 8 hours

max. 5 participants per group

A valid driving licence is required to participate in our training courses.

Participation in the training is only possible with complete safety clothing (helmet, motorcycle trousers & jacket
(min. back protector), boots).

In our trainings a full board (breakfast, cold & hot drinks, snacks, lunch) is included.

Start of the training: 09:00 am
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Individual instruction or own group training possible; please ask for separate dates

The training takes place in 29392 Wesendorf (Lower Saxony).
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